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 Half-Life has a PC shooter game engine built into it that allows the designers to create and render graphics in real time as the player moves through the game. Other real time 3D games use a more traditional computer 3D engine, which will not let you run real time graphics. These engines include Quake, Unreal, Day of Defeat, Soldier of Fortune, and other first person shooters. The Half-Life Games
usually consist of several episodes, each of which can be played independently. In the first episode, the player character, Gordon Freeman, begins the game in a high security research facility. After the player completes the basic tutorial, the player must find his way out of the facility. The facility is contained in a small area that is surrounded by an underground river. The player's primary tools are a
pistol with unlimited ammunition and a flashlight that can be used in combination with an injection device to make him temporarily invincible to enemies, and thus highly effective. At the facility's entrance is the protagonist of Episode One, Dr. Amanda DeWitt. In Episode 2, Gordon is dropped into a hostile environment, and soon awakes in the same abandoned, subterranean facility from Episode

One. In Episode 3, Gordon discovers that the events of the previous episodes were not his own experiences, but the experiences of another: Gordon Freeman, the man he knows as "Fireman," a man who survived a shipwreck in the Arctic Circle. In Episode 4, Gordon must leave the facility and return to the outside world, but finds himself barred from the facility he just escaped. In Episode 5, he must
solve puzzles to break through the facility's isolation and finally escape. In Episode 6, Gordon continues his exploration of the facility and its extensive research. He discovers the remains of a crash of the USS Eldridge, an aircraft carrier that was lost in an attack by unknown forces. Episode 7 deals with Gordon's findings from Episode 6. The entire setting of the game is transformed into the titular

facility, now known as "Black Mesa", a bizarre environment that the player must navigate. In Episode 8, Gordon is abducted by a security agent, but escapes and makes his way back to the surface. In Episode 9, Gordon is eventually rescued by the player character, but he finds himself on the run from a conspiracy within the American government. In Episode 10, Gordon uses the tool at his disposal - a
gravity gun - to rise up and enter the most powerful weapon of the facility, the Blue Shift Gun. 82157476af
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